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The Guild Buildings of Shakespeare’s Stratford 



Stratford-upon-Avon Guild Chapel 

'And where as of late I have bargayned wth oon Dowland, and diverse 

other masons for the beldyng and setting up of the Chapell of the holy 

Trinitie withyn the Towne of Stratford Upon Avon aforesaid And the 

Towre of a Steple to the same I will that the saide masons sufficiently 

and ably doo and fynysshe the same with good and true 

werkmanshipp And they truly to performe the same making the saide 

werkes aswise of length and brede and hyght such as by the advise of 

myne executors' (TNA, PROB/11/11; SCLA ER 1/121).  

Giles K, Masinton A and Arnott G 2012 ‘Visualising the Guild Chapel, Stratford-upon-Avon: digital models as research tools in 

buildings archaeology’, Internet Archaeology 32 (open access) 



Antiquarians at Stratford 
Robert Bell Wheler (1785-1857)  

1806 The History and Antiquities of Stratford-upon-Avon  

 
'The walls were formerly ornamented with curious paintings, which were 

discovered during the reparation of the Chapel, in 1804; and upon 

carefully scraping off the whitewash and paint with which they were 

covered, many parts were found to be nearly in a perfect state. The most 

ancient were those in the chancel, which were probably coeval with that 

part of the Chapel, before conjectured to have been erected by Robert de 

Stratford, in, or soon after the year 1296: many parts of them, particularly 

the crosses had been evidently mutilated with some sharp instru- |98| 

ment by the ill-directed zeal of our early reformers; the ravages of time 

had also contributed to injure them so much, that the plaister upon which 

they were painted, was of necessity taken down before the reparations 

could be completed; so that those which were in the chancel, with a small 

exception, are now destroyed; the rest in the nave being painted on stone 

itself, yet remain, though again coloured over.‘ 

 

 

 

 

  

John Gough Nichols (1806-1873) 

 

The Gentleman’s Magazine 

The Camden Society 

The Archaeological Institute 

 

 

 

 

Thomas Fisher (1772-1836) A Series of Antient Allegorical, Historical, 

and Legendary Paintings Which Were Discovered in the Summer of 

1804 on the Walls of the Chapel of the Trinity at Stratford upon Avon in 

Warwickshire 

 

-Artist and antiquary, ‘Searcher of the Records’, FSA. 

-Drawings for Richard Gough's (1735-1809) second volume of 

Sepulchral Monuments  

 

Lithography (Polyautography) enables the artist ‘to execute his own 

ideas, without much loss of time on the one hand; and on the other 

without the expence [sic] which attends the employment of first-rate 

engravers, or the hazard of having his work spoiled by novices in the 

art’  

Fisher 1808, 195 and letter to The Gentleman’s Magazine, 1815 

Davidson, C. 1988 The Guild 

Chapel Wall Paintings at 

Stratford-upon-Avon 

New York: AMS Press 



Antiquarians at Stratford 

Ernest William Tristram (1882-1952) 

Professor of Art and Design at the 

Royal College of Art 

 

'British Primitives' held at The Royal 

Academy in 1923 

1927 English Medieval Wall Painting 

 

1929 Stratford restoration 

The Director of the V & A on Tristram 

‘I do not think any competent judge would deny that Professor 

Tristram’s drawings are almost immeasurably superior to any others 

which have been or are being made in this particular field’ 

 

Tristram on Fisher’s lithographs ‘ 

some indication of the nature of the subject but [were] inaccurate and 

almost valueless as illustrations of the quality of the workmanship’ 



Wilfrid Puddephat 

The restoration of the Guild chapel, 1955, and Puddephat recording the Dance of Death 

 ‘Around the nave of this chapel there was carefully painted the Dance of Death, popularly known as the Dance of Pauls, because there 

was a similar painting at St Pauls around the cloisters on its north west side, which were destroyed by the Duke of Somerset during 

Edward VI’s reign’.  John Stow, 1576 in his edition of Leland’s Itinerary 

‘dormant curiousity about the fragmentary mural decorations along its north and south walls was awakened by the 

realization that they would soon be permanently concealed’  

 

‘the frustration of knowing so little about the remains of this mural eventually drove me up the wall…with a tape measure 

in my hand’ 





Antiquaries and recording 

Perspective view of the interior of an antique chapel at 
Grantham, 1799 Jacob Schnebbelie Watercolour 
© Society of Antiquaries of London 

'William the Conqueror at Hastings', 1816-19 
Engraved by James Basire (1769-1822), after Charles Alfred Stothard; 
hand-painted by Charles Alfred Stothard (1786-1821) 
Coloured engraving © Society of Antiquaries of London 

‘The pencil is as essential as the pen to 
illustrate antiquities”  
 Richard Gough (1735-1809)  



Visualising the Guild chapel 

www.thearnott.com 

www.heritagetechnology.co.uk     

 

Giles K, Masinton A and Arnott G 2012 ‘Visualising the Guild Chapel, Stratford-upon-Avon: digital models as 

research tools in buildings archaeology’, Internet Archaeology 32  

http://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue32/giles_index.html  

http://www.thearnott.com/
http://www.heritagetechnology.co.uk/
http://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue32/giles_index.html








The problem of ‘digital realism’  

• Embracing of VR models within heritage environments –the potential to take  
• reconstruction drawings ‘one stage further’?  
• Photorealistic qualities of VR technologies  - engagement, patina, tangibility 
• ‘Getting it right’: texture, lighting, feel – a desire for ‘accuracy’ and ‘truth’? 
• Removing the imaginative process and ‘work’ of the student? 
• Dangers of photorealism – the idea of ‘truth’, removal of interrogation of the  
• model by the viewer..how do we re-introduce this? 

 
Miller  P and Richards J 1995  
Commercialisation of cultural heritage …‘data-naïve public’..consuming images and  
realities ‘divorced from the academic discussion..associated with their development’ 
 
 
ViA project at University of Southampton 
http://www.southampton.ac.uk/archaeology/news/events/2011/04/18_visualisation_in_archaeology_conference.page 

 

 

 

 

http://www.southampton.ac.uk/archaeology/news/events/2011/04/18_visualisation_in_archaeology_conference.page


The London Charter and the need for paradata?  
 

The need for paradata 

Gillings (1999) there is a need for visualisation to be ‘driven by a problem’  

Out of visualisation a dialogue emerges - new questions and models, multiple interpretative   

possibilities (Forte 2000) 

  

How do we address the ‘gap’ between knowledge and image (intellectual content of the translation  

process, from raw data to VR); and the quality of this fit? As practitioners or ‘user developers’? 

 

Paradata debate and The London Charter – need to address opacity of VR 

• The creativity of the process of attempting ‘to think/visualise from things to images’ 

• Paradata – information which records the transformative/creative process 

• Transparency documentation – reflective, methodical and complete  

 

 

 

Beacham, R. Denard, H. and Niccolucci, F. 2006 'An introduction to the London Charter' in M. Ioannides et al. 
(eds) The E-volution of Information Communication Technology in Cultural Heritage: Where hi-tech touches the 
past: Risks and challenges for the 21st century, CIPA/VAST/EG/EuroMed, Budapest: Archaeolingua. 
Available:http://www.londoncharter.org/downloads.html 

Bentkowska-Kafel, A. and Denard, H. (eds) 2012 Paradata and Transparency in Virtual Heritage. Farnham: Ashgate 
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